Price list
5 ml 15 ml 30 ml 60 ml
Pure
Pure
The Holistic Spirit Blends
in their Pure form,
a unique amalgamation of
therapeutic essential oils, with aromas
that will linger on.
Roll-On
Quick and easy to use with a lingering
presence that will be appreciated.
Pure essential oils in a
Coconut oil carrier.
Can also be used as a deodorant.

12

22

36

Genie In a Bottle
“Let The Genie Out Of The Bottle”

58

Roll-On: 10 ml / $ 15
Myst: 60 ml / $ 14 120 ml / $ 24
Fragrance is the aromatic compound
of plants and flowers,
it is also important to know that
synthetic chemicals are abundantly use
today to mirror natural scents.

The

Holistic Spirit
Blends

The use of these petroleum base ingredients
is raising concerns to possible health issues
ranging from allergies to cancer.

Myst
Light sprays with a 10% solution of
Pure essential oils in
a simple water base.
“Holistic Myst” offers a light strength
aroma that will linger briefly.
Contains Absolutely NO!
Harsh Chemicals,
Animal Products or
Animal By-Products,
Cetyl or Isopropyl Alcohol,
and no Petroleum Products!

For over 20 years “The Genie” has applied his
expertise and intuition for practical

Blends of
Pure Therapeutic Essential Oils

applications of Essential Oils and their
powerful benefits for the body and the mind.

GenieInaBottle@shaw.ca
www.genieinabottle.biz

100% Natural Ingredients
Satisfaction Guaranteed!

The Holistic Spirit Blends
How do Blends work?
The first impression comes
with a fragrant wave of
high notes, which are
outlined by the balancing effect of the
middle notes
that surface moments after,
then followed by deeper and
warm lasting base notes.
How do Essential Oils work?

A synergy of Pure Essential Oils
carefully designed into original and
exquisite blends.

Peace ~ An uplifting blend of Tansy Blue,
a subtle hint of Patchouli
with Tangerine, Orange, Ylang Ylang

Joy ~ A deep and vibrant amalgamation of

Love ~ A luxurious blend of Damask,

Himalayan Cedar, Amber,
Vetiver and Frankincense.

Styrax and Rock Rose laid on a bed of
Amyris & Petit Grain

Faery ~ A wild bouquet of Amarys, Cassia,

Mystery ~ A mysterious bouquet of Cananga,

Jamarosa interlaced with elusive tones of
Elemi, Cistus and Rosewood

Palmarosa, Rose Geranium crowned by
hypnotic tones of other precious oils

Moon ~ Exotic floral tones of Geranium, Rose,

Serene ~ Vanilla, Labdanum,

Howood crowned by voluptuous
aromas from other precious oils.

Rose Geranium are some of the oils
in this enigmatic new Blend ~Available soon!

Scents are enticing, their compounds
can affect us in many ways,
sometime with subtle approach
other times by simply empowering us
mentally, emotionally or spiritually.
They are powerful enough to
lift our Souls and
gentle enough to calm
our crowded Minds.
The Holistic Spirit Blends
cover a wide spectrum of aromas
and can be used either by
women or men.

